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LOCAL CERTIFIED CAREER COACH AND BUSINESS CONSULTANT
DOROTHY PRITCHETT TO DEBUT HER NEWEST CHILDRENS BOOK AT
THE 2014 DECATUR BOOK FESTIVAL
The Corbilina Series Instills the Importance of Kindness in Children
Dorothy Pritchett, emerging author and CEO of Andrew Grace Consultants and The Legal Goddess
Network, extends her motivational endeavors to the newest generation with her series, Corbilina. First
published in 2011 with Corbilina and the Purple Lady, followed in 2011 with Corbilina and The
Lighthouse Mystery, the newest book in the series, Corbilina and The Lost Keys, debuts on the Emerging
Authors Stage Saturday, August 30 at 11 a.m. at The Decatur Book Festival. She will be available to sign
copies of her newest book and chat with her old and new fans.
Mrs. Pritchett is an outstanding role model and has dedicated her talents to helping empower people to
build on their strengths and grow both personally and professionally. Inspired by her grandchildren,
Dorothy set out to create a series of books to instill the importance of kindness and compassion to
children and adults alike through Corbilina’s “Heart Language”, which means doing acts of kindness and
compassion through actions instead of just words, which are easily forgotten. With the free kindness
activities and professionally created lesson plans to accompany the books, the likes of Random Acts of
Kindness and Ripple Kindness Project are re-tweeting Corbilina’s posts to help get the word out.
“I love the questions in the book(s) that invite the reader to reflect on their own experiences about
being sad, lonely, or brave. …this little gem of a book can provide a wonderful way to engage in a
meaningful conversation.” Elizabeth M.
When not writing inspirational children’s books, Dorothy helps professionals gain new perspectives on
their work with her career coaching and workshops (www.andrewgraceassociates.com) . She also helps
women lawyers find courage to practice law with commitment, action, passion, collaboration and inner
wisdom (www.legalgoddessnetwork.com). You can find out more about Corbilina and heart language at
www.corbilina.com. Dorothy lives in Atlanta, Georgia with her husband, Frank.
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